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September – Peridot 
 
Peridot Passion  
 
Swarovski crystals 
  
Product Group Article No. Amount Size Color Color Code 

Beads 5000 13 pcs 6mm Peridot Shimmer 214 SHIM 
Beads 5000 7 pcs 8mm Peridot Shimmer 214 SHIM 
      

 

Supplies: 

1—35x22mm Patterned Leaf in Natural Brass - Vintaj® P445 

15”- 3.5x4.2mm Cable Chain in Natural Brass - Vintaj® CH40 

8—5mm smooth 18g jump ring in Natural Brass - Vintaj® JR30 

2—7.25mm smooth 16g jump ring in Natural Brass - Vintaj® JR40 

7—1 ½” Eye pin in Natural Brass - Vintaj® EP15 

1—1” Head pin in Natural Brass - Vintaj® HP1 

1—12mm Lobster Clasp in Natural Brass - Vintaj® CL003 

 

Instructions: 

Step 1:  Cut the chain into fifteen 1 ½” pieces and set aside. 

Step 2:  Using one eye pin slide on one 6mm 5000 bead, one 8mm 5000 bead and one 6mm 
5000 bead and make a simple loop.  Repeat this step 5 more times and set aside. 

Step 3:  Using one eye pin slide on one 6mm 5000 bead and make a simple loop. Set aside. 

Step 4:  Using one head pin slide on one 8mm 5000 bead and make a simple loop. Set aside. 

Step 5:  Using the leaf pendant attach seven of the 5mm jump rings across the top of the 
opening. 

Step 6:  Using the #1 jump ring on the left of the top of the leaf pendant attach one piece of 
chain, then attach one 7.25mm jump ring, then attach another piece of chain.  Now 
attach one component made in Step 2 and to the other side of the component 
attach another piece of chain. Repeat this pattern two more times and then attach 
the lobster clasp with a 5mm jump ring. 

Step 7:  Using the #7 jump ring on the right of the top of the leaf pendant attach one piece of 
chain, then attach to the 7.25mm jump ring already on the left of the necklace, then 
attach another piece of chain.  Now attach one component made in Step 2 and to 
the other side of the component attach another piece of chain. Repeat this pattern 
two more times and then attach one 7.25mm jump ring. 

Step 8:  Using the component made in Step 3 attach one end of this component to the bottom 
middle of the 7.25mm jump ring hanging above the leaf pendant.  Now attach the 
component made in Step 4 to the bottom of the 6mm bead.  

 


